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Abstract: In this study hydrodynamics of a fluidized bed reactor with fumed silica nano particles was modeled
using CFD method. Hydrodynamics parameters such as gas and solid velocity and void fraction have been
investigated. The minimum fluidization velocity was around 0.0115 m/s at solids volume fraction of 0.0077.
Fluidization process was involving a high expansion ratio of bed and without large bubbles. The simulated data
were in good agreement with the experimental data obtained from the literature.
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INTRODUCTION According to the literature, nano-particles with 1-100

Fluidization process has widely been used in a lot of properties in numerous applications [7]. Nano-particles
industries due to its excellent heat and mass transfer, have very high surface area to volume ratio. A lot of
temperature homogeneity and favorable mixing property. researchers have studied the dynamic properties of nano-
Different particles sizes cause very distinct fluidization particles in a fluidized bed [8]. Nano-particles can
behavior [1]. Nano-particles have some unique flow and smoothly be fluidized without bubbles formation and with
dispersion properties. Fumed nano-particle silica has long extremely high bed expansion ratios in comparison with
been used as a flow agent to disperse sticky particles the usual particles [8]. According to the literature,
such as TNT [2]. powders are classified into four groups involving A (for

Coated fluidized bed reactor has been considered for aerated cases), B (for bubbled cases), C (for cohesive
a lot of applications such as chemical, pharmaceutical, cases) and D (for large particles). 
food and cosmetic. It has been used to modify odor Fluidization process in particles C sometimes is
release or protect active materials against reactive difficult due to the large cohesive forces which lead to
environmental components such as oxygen, light and crack formations and channeling in the bed. Nano-size
humidity [3]. Nano-particles are also used in catalysts particles differ from conventional particles C due to
preparation. Paints which coat cars, aircrafts and having a very low bulk density. The hydrodynamic theory
spacecrafts are mainly based on surface modifications of the bed was recently developed by Gelderbloom et al.
through coatings employments based on ultra fine [1].
particles [4]. The production and use of nanometer In this article, hydrodynamics of a fluidized bed with
materials in industrial manufacturing and research have nano-particles was simulated using MFIX software [9, 10]
attracted marked interest over recent years. However, the at various gas velocities and the obtained results were
air pollution problem and an industrial safety hazard compared with the experimental data. 
sometimes arise from the nanoparticles that are produced
in industrial processes [5]. Modeling: A transient, isothermal, gas-solid flow model

Conventional fluidized bed has some  limitations for consideration of hydrodynamics behavior of settling
such as difficult to operate at high gas velocity and to was already investigated and used in this research as a
uniformly fluidize particles. Operation at high gas velocity fundamental theory. The governing equations have been
leads to the large bubbles or slugs formation [6]. reviewed elsewhere [9].

nm in diameter provide unique physical and chemical
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Fig. 1: Boundary conditions and configuration for the
simulation

Numeical Solution: The CFD open-source code MFIX is
used for the present study. The summary of the
governing equations and the granular stress models
employed are given in the previous section and further
details can be found in MFIX documentation [10]. The
two-dimensional simulations were carried out for the
bubbling gas-fluidized beds. The Superbee discretization
scheme has been proposed by several researchers to
simulate the correct bubble size and bubble behavior in a
bubbling fluidized bed [11]. Therefore, this discretization
scheme, which can create the realistic behavior of bubbles
in gas-solid fluidized beds, was used in the present study.
The set of nonlinear equations was linearized using a
modified version of the SIMPLE algorithm [12] using void
fraction and gas pressure correction equations. The
adaptive time step in MFIX was also used. In order to
minimize computation time, the time step automatically
decreased when the solution was changing more rapidly
and increased when fast transients subsided. 

Simulation process was carried out in a two-
dimensional Cartesian coordinates with 46 × 208 meshes.
There was no slip velocity in boundaries for both phases
at the left and right walls. Neumann boundary conditions
were applied to the solid-gas flow with the constant Fig. 2: Time average axial and radial velocity for 32 s

pressure of 1.01325 N/m  at the top. Dirichlet boundary2

conditions were applied with a constant gas velocity and
zero solid velocity at the bottom. The boundary
conditions and the configuration for the simulation are
shown in Fig. 1. The various gaseous velocities were used
and compared together. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSION

According to the simulator software, Fig. 2 shows
time-averaged axial and radial velocities. The contour
plots were obtained from 32 (s) with an input particle size
of 10 (nm) in the bubbling bed. The computed flow pattern
in axial velocity shows a gulf-effect with an upward flow
in the tower center and downward flow near the tower
walls in the relatively dense phase.

The  time-averaged  void  fraction  profile  in the
tower   centre   for  velocities   of   8.5,   6   and   10  cm/s
(in central rectangular jet) with grid velocity of 0.015 m/s
is shown in Fig. 3 (a-c). The average void fraction was the
maximum  value  of  0.99928.  As a function of bed height,
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Fig. 3: Time average void fraction versus bed height for 8.5, 6 and 10 cm/s

Fig. 4: Time average void fraction versus bed height for 8.5cm/s

void fraction linearly decreased from 99.75% to 99.63% As shown in Fig. 4, time-averaged void fraction
and  then  linearly  increased  from  99.63%  to  99.28%. versus the bed height at velocity of 8.5 cm/s was
The  expanded  height  of  the  bed  was  about  0.43  (m). calculated  and  compared  with  the literature. Fig. 5
It formed a clear interface between the fluidized regions shows the collapse bed height versus the time obtained
and the free board regions. from  the  simulation. The bed height is determined using
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Fig. 5: Bed height versus time for 8.5cm/s

Fig. 6(a-d): Solid velocities of 10 nm silica versus rector vertical distance at various time intervals (5, 10 and 20 s). (a) Jet
velocity=6 cm/s, (b) Jet velocity=8.5 cm/s, (c) Jet velocity=8.5 cm/s and (d) Jet velocity=10 cm/s

the volume fraction of 0.15 %. The particles size affect on The larger particles in the reactor cause higher velocities
the predicted initial collapse velocities [1]. of nano-particles. For V =8.5, 6 and 10 cm/s, the nano-

Fig.s 6 (a-d) show the solid (with size 10 nm of silica) particles reached end of the bed (48 cm) at approximately
velocities versus reactor vertical distance for various time 10 s. Fig. 6 (d) shows the gas velocities for size 10 nm of
intervals (5, 10 and 20 s). The energy of the high pressure silica. The computed gases velocities are equal to the
gas is quickly converted to the kinetic energy of particles. nano-particle velocities at the same positions and times.

jet
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Fig. 7: Bed height ratio versus superficial velocity.

As shown in Fig. 7, particles with surface 5. Liu, K. and M. Wey, 2007. Filtration of nano-particles
modification cause much higher bed expansion in by a gas-solid fluidized bed. Journal of Hazardous
comparison with unmodified ones [1, 4, 7]. Materials, 147: 618-624.

CONCLUSION Numerical modeling of particle fluidization behavior

Flow behaviour of nanoparticles in a fluidized bed 171: 106-117.
was simulated with a two-fluid model. The results show 7. Huang, C., Y. Wang and F. Wei, 2008. Solids mixing
nanoparticles can be fluidized homogenously and a very behavior in a nano-agglomerate fluidized bed,
high expansion ratio in the bubbling fluidized bed. The Powder Technology, 182: 334-341.
bed expansions are quantitatively different at certain gas 8. Kashyap, M., D. Gidaspow and M. Driscoll, 2008.
velocities. The computed flow pattern in axial velocity has Effect of electric field on the hydrodynamics of
been shown a gulf-effect with an upward flow in the tower fluidized     nanoparticles,    Powder    Technology,
center and downward flow near the tower walls in the 183: 441-453.
relatively dense phase. Simulated results show a 9. Azizi, S., S.H. Hosseini, G. Ahmadi and M. Moraveji,
reasonably agreement with experimental results reported 2010. Numerical Simulation of Particle Segregation in
by reference Bubbling Gas-Fluidized Beds, Chemical Engineering
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